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ABOUT THIS REPORT (SCOPE AND BOUNDARY)
This integrated annual report covers the activities of DigiCore Holdings
Limited (DigiCore), including all subsidiaries, for the 12-month financial year
ended 30 June 2013. This follows the integrated annual report published on
25 October 2012 and covered the period 1 July 2012 to 30 June 2013.
In addition to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), and the
King Report on corporate governance in South Africa (King III), DigiCore
uses the Global Reporting Initiative (G3.1) as the framework for reporting, in
conjunction with the discussion paper released by the Integrated Reporting
Committee of South Africa.
The integrated annual report 2013 consists of four sections, the summarised
integrated annual report (available in printed form), the consolidated group
and company annual financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2013,
the corporate governance report and the sustainability report. All these
reports are available for download on the website www.digicore.com.
The consolidated financial information and results incorporate the company
and all subsidiaries controlled by DigiCore as a single economic entity.
Boundaries for all data collection are consistent with our financial reporting,
thus aligning financial, environmental and social reporting, and does not
extend to cover the group’s leased facilities or its supply chain network.
Data is collected at operational level and consolidated at divisional and
group levels. Comparable performance data and information are provided

on all material aspects of the group and its value-creation activities without
specific limitations. Where required, historical financial data has been
restated and explained.
While the precise nature of an integrated report is evolving, this report
content covers the material economic, social and environmental risks and
opportunities currently facing the group’s ability to create and sustain value
in the long term. These were identified as a result of the new risk framework
that was implemented during last year. It also addresses the governance
context within which the group operates its risks and strategic framework for
creating value. In addition to the group’s material risks and opportunities, this
report addresses aspects that are of interest or concern to select groupings
of stakeholders and which provide a balanced and reasonable perspective
of its activities. These aspects are integrated into the ongoing management
of our business and reported to stakeholders annually. (Further details can
be found in the corporate governance report on www.digicore.com.)
Our progress to date is augmented by a forward-looking perspective on
goals and value-creation strategies. This integrated presentation reflects
operational responsibility and accountability for sustainable value-creation
and highlights stakeholder interdependence.

We believe our report meets the requirements of a level C (2012: level C+)
report in terms of the GRI G3.1. The audit and risk committee felt it prudent to
follow the combined assurance model proposed by King III, rather than the
previously external assurance:
1.

Management – provides the DigiCore Board of directors with assurance
that risk management is integrated into the day-to-day activities;

2.

Internal audit – which is overseen by the Audit and risk committees,
assesses the effectiveness of the internal controls; and

3.

External audit – the financial statements have been audited by the
external auditors Mazars (Gauteng) Inc. and their unqualified audit
report can be found on www.digicore.com and is included in the
annual financial statements, which forms part of this integrated annual
report.

For further information please contact the group company secretary, email:
secretary@digicore.co.za or Tel: +27 12 450 2222.
We would welcome your feedback on our reporting and any suggestions
you might have in terms of what you would like to see incorporated in our
reports in future can be directed to the group company secretary.
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Vision
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To be a leading global telematics solutions provider in selected markets.

Mission

AT A GLANCE

We will realise our vision through continuous research, development and partnerships with total commitment to service
and customer satisfaction. By maintaining a high standard of ethics, as well as developing and rewarding our people,
we will achieve outstanding long-term profitability for our shareholders.

Strategic objectives
Customer centricity – customer support and services
The Big “A” – process automation of all systems
Solution agility – rapid solution development
Optimise resources – working capital, effective resource management
Innovation and best-practice sharing
Training of our staff

Values
Positive, winning, caring.

Global leader in telematics technology
Insurance telematics
Fleet management telematics
High-value cargo handling (ISIS)
Integrated fare collection

OPERATIONS

Partnerships with leading global companies in:
Telecommunications
Insurance
Mining
Public transport

Subscription-based, external rental
and cash service models
New generation and re-engineered
product suite
Global operations
Owned and operated –
Australia, Europe, Malaysia and South Africa
Distributor based –
Africa, Latin America, Asia and Middle East
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CORPORATE PROFILE

With over 28 years of experience, we are recognised as a world-leading
provider of advanced machine-to-machine communication and
telematics solutions; we add value to our global base of customers with
mobile assets and workforces.
DigiCore’s end-to-end research, design, development, manufacturing,
sales and support of tailored solutions for customers is serviced by a
global network of staff and team members in over 50 countries.
Our technology and electronics division designs and develops a robust
range of asset management and monitoring systems using GPS (global
positioning satellite), GSM cellular communication systems and other
advanced communication and sensory technologies.
The

result

is

innovative

and

advanced

machine-to-machine

communication that gives our customers round-the-clock information
while monitoring their mobile assets for optimal operational efficiencies
and cost reduction.
DigiCore was founded in South Africa in 1985 and listed under the
Electronics & Electrical sector on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange,
JSE Limited, in December 1998 under the share code DGC. Today our
operations, under the Ctrack brand, span six continents, with around
1 000 employees and more than 750 000 systems sold. We have
concluded a number of successful global acquisitions in recent years,
and expanded the group’s strong international reach into new emerging
markets, such as Asia, Africa and Latin America.
A tradition of technologically superior products, coupled with a proven
track record in successfully rolling out and supporting mega projects
worldwide, gives DigiCore a sustainable competitive advantage. We work
in partnership with our customers in developing tailored solutions that
deliver unique and measurable business and operational benefits.
DigiCore distinguishes itself from competitors by offering turnkey products
and advanced software solutions, combined with our recognised
industry-leading customer service and support. Our continual emphasis

DigiCore’s pioneering technological solutions and partnership with
insurance companies has introduced the concept of personalised risk
modelling, based on advanced driver behaviour information, provided by
the Ctrack solution to the short-term insurance industry.

Key partnerships
We have entered into partnerships with leading original equipment
manufacturers and telecom groups that, in turn, will give clients
an

integrated

and

holistic

telematics

and

machine-to-machine

communication solution.
DigiCore has partnered with leading cellular providers such as Vodafone,
MTN and Celcom to ensure the optimal real-time visibility of vehicles and
systems being tracked.

on research and development of next-generation products ensures the

Ctrack product uses mapping such as Nokia and Tele Atlas, giving

group remains ahead of the market, meeting demands for value-added,

customers a choice of normal, terrain and satellite views in its software

flexible, feature-rich and cost-effective technology.

applications.
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GROUP STRUCTURE AND
OWNERSHIP
100%
DigiCore
Electronics
(Pty) Ltd

100 %
C-Track SA
(Pty) Ltd

Manufacturing plant
Technology
Corporate IT
Ctrack Africa

Fitment
centres
Cellular
Discovery
Insure project

SOUTH AFRICAN STRUCTURE

98%

70%

100%

100%

DigiCore Fleet
Management SA
(Pty) Ltd

DigiCore
Financial Services
(Pty) Ltd

DigiCore
Properties
(Pty) Ltd

Integrated
Fare Collection
Services
(Pty) Ltd

100%
SA dormant
companies

Branches
SAPS project
debis project

DigiCore
Cellular
(Pty) Ltd

DigiCore
Technology
(Pty) Ltd

DigiCore
Brands
(Pty) Ltd

DigiCore
Investments
(Pty) Ltd

DigiCore
International
(Pty) Ltd

Call centre
Gateway
and hub
Administration
and marketing

51%

51%

DigiCore
Management
Services (Pty) Ltd

Dedical
(Pty) Ltd

51%
Alchemist House
(Pty) Ltd
T/A Fleet
Connect

T/A Ctrack
Mzansi

100%
C-Track
International
Holdings Limited
(Incorporated in
the UK)

INTERNATIONAL STRUCTURE

100%

25.7%

C-Track Finance
Limited

TPL Trakker
Limited

(Formerly DigiCore
UK Limited)
(Incorporated in
the UK)

(Incorporated in
Pakistan)

100%
DigiCore International Holdings BV

100%
C-Track Europe Holdings Limited

(Incorporated in The Netherlands)

(Incorporated in the UK)

90%
CTrack Asia Sdn Bhd
(Incorporated in Malaysia)

92%
C-Track (Pty) Ltd
(Formerly Vehicle Management Systems (Pty) Ltd

100%
C-Track Limited
(Formerly DigiCore Limited)

100%
C-Track UK Limited
(Formerly MPS 2010 Limited)

(Incorporated in Australia)

(Incorporated in the UK)

(Incorporated in the UK)

100%
C-Track Ireland Limited

100%
DigiCore Europe BV

(Incorporated in Ireland)

(Incorporated in The Netherlands)

100%
C-Track Eastern Europe
Holdings Limited
(Incorporated in the UK)

30%
Mega Fortris Ctrack Solution Sdn Bhd

100%
C-Track New Zealand Ltd

100%
C-Track Benelux BV

100%
C-Track Deutschland gmbH

100%
C-Track France sarl

100%
C-Track Belgium bvba

75%
Ctrack Polksa Sp z oo

(Incorporated in Malaysia)

(Incorporated in New Zealand)

(Incorporated in The Netherlands)

(Incorporated in Germany)

(Incorporated in France)

(Incorporated in Belgium)

(Incorporated in Poland)
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GLOBAL PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
Intelligent solutions: Products and services are sold to the market under the Ctrack brand and have been
designed to focus on private and commercial needs, with a variety of unique solutions in the following categories:
APPLICATIONS AND SERVICES
SMS

MRM

INCREASING FUNCTIONALITY

VEHICLE TRACKING AND FLEET
MANAGEMENT PRODUCTS

TELEMATICS SOLUTIONS

WORKFORCE
TRACKING

CONFIGURED FUNCTIONALITY FOR INDUSTRY

Service and installation

Mining

Insurance

Long-haul trucking

Yellow equipment

Public transportation

Refrigeration

Light delivery

Forklifts

Police and security

Construction

Containers

Local authorities

Tippers

Integrated security

OEMs and dealers

Fuel and chemical

Car rentals

Agriculture

Trailer
Fixed plant

Full maintenance lease
Government
Utilities
Professional services

VALUE-ADD OPTIONS
Business/private
AdvancedProtector
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On-the-road
Voice/text
Navigation
Despatching/routing

Driver ID
Driver behaviour indicator
KPA reporting
Bureau services

3G
WiFi
Inmarsat

Fuel
CANBUS support
Tyre pressure
OBDII
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Software applications
Ctrack provides a number of secure ways for our customers to access
data. Real-time and in-depth information is crucial for reporting and
operational control to maximise productivity. Customers have 24x7 visibility
on their vehicles, vehicle history, geo-fencing and alerts monitoring.

Vehicle tracking
Traditionally, in some markets, this sector has been focused on stolen
vehicle recovery products for insurance purposes. Ctrack has introduced
a new level of functionality using real-time vehicle-based solutions,
communicating GPS information to provide greater peace of mind, safety
and security for vehicles, families and businesses.
Today, customers are able to locate their vehicles using mobile phones,
view trip details on Ctrack’s advanced internet applications and even
receive support from emergency services in the event of an accident.

Insurance telematics
Ctrack’s Insurance Telematics Solution leads the industry by giving
insurance companies factual data reports, not only on the driving
frequency, times and routes of the insured, but also on driver behaviour,
such as harsh acceleration, braking, cornering and an array of other
pertinent information. These driver behaviour measurements have proved

Products are continually refined to stay ahead of market requirements,
ensuring Ctrack maintains its competitive edge.

Telematics solutions
As companies increasingly recognise the benefits of telematics solutions,
Ctrack is working closely with a number of industries to understand their
individual challenges and requirements. As a result, Ctrack has developed
solutions for specific industries.

so popular that ABI Research claims over 90 million insurance telematics

These solutions are enhanced by Ctrack’s FleetConnect and asset

systems will be installed in vehicles worldwide by 2017.

management software as well as mobile resource management,
optimised with our routing and scheduling tools.

Fleet management
Ctrack has a range of fleet management products for light to large fleets

Workforce tracking

that provides cost-effective and innovative GPS/GSM vehicle track-and-

Ctrack enables customers to accurately monitor and assess the

trace based on Ctrack’s unique technology. Customers around the

movement and behaviour of mobile workforces and equipment. This

globe have been given real-time visibility, operational control, productivity

visibility allows companies to manage their workforces in real time for

enhancements, safety and security improvements for their fleet vehicles

greatly improved planning and delivery, utilisation, enhanced service

and mobile assets, in addition to the environmental benefits of CO2

levels and customer satisfaction. The solution also gives out-of-office and

emission reporting.

lone workers added security and safety.
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INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS IN PRACTICE
Ctrack provides industry-specific and intelligent solutions for over
25 industries that improve telematics information, resulting in cost and
efficiency gains for organisations.

significant advantages for commuters and transport operators. At present,

Mining – increased safety

Service and installation – increased customer
satisfaction

Ctrack provides leading mining companies, such as BHP Billiton and
Rio Tinto, with intelligent and customised solutions that help achieve
efficiencies and cost savings. Critically for this industry, Ctrack solutions
also provide crucial information for safety and security systems.

both the Peninsula Taxi Association and Translog Management are using
this electronic fare-collection system for public transport in South Africa.

Reliability, punctuality and efficiency are at the core of the service and
installation industries. Ctrack’s service and installation solution has
contributed to increased efficiency and seamless integration with existing
planning and ERP systems for customers such as Thames Water and

Insurance – driver behaviour measurement
Ctrack has developed proprietary driver behaviour technology with
application in the personal vehicle insurance industry, after pioneering
the technology in South Africa with Discovery Insure. Individual driver
behaviour assessments and reports effectively monitor and help
individuals improve their driving, reduce their risk and, therefore, their
insurance risk. Underscoring the need for this product, over 20 000 systems
were installed in the first year.
Ctrack has also developed a solution for pay-how-you-drive insurer,
Coverbox, in the UK. Ctrack insurance and telematics data and
information enables short-term insurers to reward customers with good
driving patterns, while encouraging a safe driving culture.

Police and security – better response times

Yorkshire Water in the UK and Dutch Kemkens in The Netherlands. This
has led to more efficient dispatching and communication with mobile
workforces, as well as marked savings on fuel consumption, fewer
accidents and lower cost per kilometre. By analysing real-time and
historical information, the Ctrack system helped increase productivity
and raised customer service levels.

Yellow equipment – operational control
Ctrack yellow equipment solutions revolutionise the way organisations
manage and monitor the performance and use of equipment, and
behaviour of operators, to ensure optimal productivity and equipment
use while minimising downtime and inefficiencies.
For Burma Plant Hire, operational control, monitoring and reporting
provides sophisticated business analysis for accurate billing and

Ctrack’s advanced vehicle monitoring and fleet management systems
give police and security companies the technology and tools to
streamline efficiencies and enable faster dispatch of vehicles.

maintenance records.

Local authorities/municipalities – fuel savings

Long-haul trucking – route optimisation

With over 50 000 Ctrack systems installed, the South African Police Service
(SAPS) has recorded a marked improvement in response times of the
10111 call centre in combating crime.

Service delivery is an extremely complex undertaking, with a number of

Ctrack’s long-haul trucking solution facilitates remote, accurate tracking

vehicles, tasks, routes and people involved. The Ctrack solution for local

and fleet monitoring for a constant picture of where vehicles are, as well

authorities and municipalities provides real-time information on vehicles

as their operational condition.

and equipment to promote employee safety and productivity.

Public transport – secure fare collection
Fare-collection solutions for integrated public transport systems are now a
reality with the technology and intelligent solutions of Ctrack’s Tap-i-Fare.
Moving away from cash to a fast and efficient collection system offers
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Transportation fleets operated by customers such as Rheinhardt Transport

By tracking the mix of vans, road sweepers and refuse trucks, the

benefit from route optimisation and planning, providing a very effective

Sunderland council in north-east England has achieved a significant

asset and people management tool that reduces operating cost,

fuel saving, reduced environmental impact, enhanced workflow

and extends the life cycles of vehicles through fuel level consumption

management, and improved employee protection.

monitoring.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
In line with the principles of King III, DigiCore recognises that effective stakeholder engagement is essential to good corporate governance.
Key stakeholders were identified based on their influence to the group and vice versa – given our philosophy to foster and influence a positive business
environment that enables growth, while building the group’s image and brand. (refer to DigiCore’s mission statement)
The table below summarises DigiCore’s stakeholder engagement programme for 2013:
Stakeholders

Type of engagement

Key issues (reference how these are addressed)

Shareholders, investor community

– Investor and analyst presentations

– Business performance and continuity

and providers of capital

– Media releases, Stock Exchange News Service (SENS)

– Dividend payments

– Integrated reporting

– Share price

– Corporate website

– Reputation and ethics
– Growth
– Refer to CEO’s report

Employees and their
representatives (unions)

– Electronic communication/intranet/website/
Presentations and briefings/internal staff surveys
– Performance reviews

– Individual conditions of employment, recognition and
reward: ‘Employees for Life’ strategy
– Health and safety
– Career path and development
– Non-discrimination and support
– Business performance and continuity
– Refer to sustainability report

Customers

– Customer visits and needs analysis
– Unique solutions and relationships to achieve objectives

Suppliers and service providers

Regulatory authorities and
government

– Customer service and experience: ‘Customers for Life’
strategy

– Technical support and training

– Business continuity

– Corporate website

– Innovation

– Regular interaction and meetings

– Sustainable demand

– Service level agreements

– Business performance and continuity

– Supply chain management

– Technology trends

– Regular contact with regulatory bodies and assisting

– Legal compliance

where needed

– Refer to corporate governance report

Civil society and local

– Responsible corporate citizen

– Development and job opportunities

communities

– Addressing needs of local communities through

– Ethical conduct

corporate social investments

– Refer to sustainability report
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EIGHT-YEAR REVIEW
Figures in R000

#

2013

2012

2011

2010*

2009

2008

2007

2006

Figures in R000

Statements of financial

Statements of comprehensive income

position at 30 June

for the years ended 30 June

Assets

#

2013

2012

2011

2010*

2009

2008

2007

2006

Revenue

862 588

844 379

712 248

530 534

576 234

684 790

440 667

323 239

477 084

541 519

417 021

348 849

281 811

222 199

154 678

87 194

Operating profit

(44 458)

45 570

83 915

70 689

113 121

204 102

134 579

93 690

Property, plant and equipment

201 435

203 730

158 265

120 381

103 789

50 053

38 857

22 566

Net finance income/(loss)

(14 162)

(5 933)

(6 198)

(3 725)

1 442

2 975

Goodwill and Intangible assets

244 117

300 071

209 860

198 172

168 552

156 917

107 364

56 174

Income/(loss) from associates

2 131

2 259

436

909

7 939

7 110

4 525

2 493

2 328

3 506

2 818

1 979

Profit before taxation

(56 489)

41 896

78 153

67 873

Income tax expense

4 362

(11 886)

(23 733)

20 348

34 946

56 875

40 986

28 970

(52 127)

30 010

54 420

47 525

76 194

146 248

95 801

67 583

Non-current assets

Investments: associates
Other financial assets

(1 484)
(497)
111 140

(1 107)
128

766

203 123

136 787

(112)
96 553

–

1 250

19 901

8 191

–

–

–

382

23 593

29 358

24 470

19 612

7 142

11 723

5 639

6 093

Current assets

402 857

365 136

365 916

318 332

345 084

401 935

276 096

198 477

Inventories

104 347

95 763

93 859

87 558

104 011

89 974

71 073

48 255

Non-controlling interest

(156)

1 888

4 966

1 270

1 453

5 768

7 671

3 453

Trade and other receivables

249 579

225 628

216 919

175 239

171 263

198 059

145 780

88 800

Equity holders of parent

(51 971)

28 122

49 454

46 255

74 741

140 480

88 130

64 130

(21,7)

12,7

22,4

**20,8

36,1

68,7

44,4

32,3

3,3

12,7

22,2

**20,2

35,9

64,7

44,1

31,9

(21,7)

12,7

22,4

**20,8

35,7

64,2

42,2

32,3

–

6,0

6,0

6,0

10,0

19,0

13,0

10,0

2,29:1

Deferred taxation

Profit after taxation
Attributable to:

Other financial assets

–

–

–

–

105

–

–

–

Earnings per share (cents)

Current tax receivable

6 400

2 426

2 046

6 205

12 299

5 496

–

–

Headline earnings per share (cents)

42 531

41 319

53 092

49 330

57 406

108 406

59 243

61 422

–

28 606

–

–

–

–

–

–

879 941

935 261

782 937

667 181

626 895

624 134

430 774

285 671

648 730

629 464

631 304

497 746

491 876

464 756

263 525

198 478

Cash and cash equivalents
Assets held for sale
Total assets

Equity attributable to ordinary
shareholders
Share capital and premium
Distributable reserves

632 973

643 988

613 982

485 390

480 790

455 124

257 361

188 633

166 324

166 324

166 215

82 585

63 863

44 635

13 368

11 630

54 117

9 465

(17 260)

28 118

59 043

2 533

1 427

Retained income

412 532

468 199

454 673

420 065

388 809

351 446

241 460

175 576

Non-controlling interest

15 757

(14 524)

17 322

12 356

11 086

9 632

6 164

9 845

Non-current liabilities

55 357

33 040

35 130

36 600

44 289

27 321

20 188

15 746

53 942

30 805

33 055

35 563

43 777

26 809

19 676

15 746

Interest-bearing financial liabilities
Deferred tax

(6 906)

1 415

2 235

2 075

1 037

512

512

512

–

175 854

176 209

116 503

132 835

90 730

132 057

147 061

71 447

Trade and other payables

61 667

66 279

81 412

65 581

41 045

85 625

59 318

29 833

Bank overdrafts

52 042

70 170

523

37 012

9 500

–

–

–

5 835

6 244

10 871

9 182

11 801

20 060

14 213

8 294

Current liabilities

Current provisions
Taxation payable
Interest-bearing financial liabilities
Liabilities held for sale
Total equity and liabilities
Net asset value per share (cents)

4 028

16 222

12 214

12 309

13 693

19 374

16 726

30 590

52 282

17 294

11 483

8 751

14 691

6 998

56 804

2 730

–

96 548

–

–

–

–

–

–

879 941

935 261

782 937

667 181

626 895

624 134

430 774

285 671

255,6

260,0

247,9

223,0

223,3

212,8

127,2

93,2

157,0

138,9

163,1

127,0

145,0

139,4

74,1

65,5

(11,6)

21,2

5,6

22,3

50,7

29,3

30,4

Net tangible asset value per share
(cents)
Cash value per share (cents)
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Dividend per share (cents)
Special dividend per share (cents)
Ratios

Equity and liabilities
Capital and reserves

Diluted earnings per share (cents)

(3,8)

Current ratio

2,07:1

3,14:1

2,40:1

3,80:1

3,04:1

1,88:1

2,78:1

Operating margin (%)

(5,2)

5,4

11,7

13,3

19,6

29,8

30,4

29,9

Closing share price at 30 June (cents)

140

270

350

296

365

678

736

290

The figures are based on International Financial Reporting Standards.
#

*

Operating profit includes R57 500 000 worth of impairment of goodwill (see note 3 on page 30).
Certain balances have been restated due to completion of initial accounting in terms of IFRS3. Refer to the business combinations note, number
34, in the 2010 annual financial statements for further details.

** Earnings per share indicators have been restated due to the rights issue of shares in the 2011 financial period. Refer to the earnings per share
note, number 41, in the 2011 annual financial statements for further details.
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WEALTH CREATION
Value-added statement

Value added is defined as the value created by the activities of a business
and its employees and, in the case of DigiCore, is determined as turnover

for the year ended 30 June

less the cost of goods sold and services rendered including depreciation
2013

Change

2012

Change

2011

and amortisation.

R’000

%

R’000

%

R’000

This statement shows total wealth created and how it was distributed,

Turnover

862 588

2

844 379

19

712 248

Less: Cost of goods sold and services rendered

543 360

489 283

407 095

– Bought-in costs

444 936

428 150

360 434

98 424

61 133

46 661

– Depreciation and amortisation
Net value added from operations

319 228

Investment Income
Income from associates
Wealth created

(10)

355 096

16

305 153

taking into account the amounts retained and reinvested in the group for
the replacement of assets and development of operations.

Wealth created
R million

400

216

100

85

350

2 131

2 259

436

300

321 575

(10)

357 455

17

305 674

250
200
150

2013

2012
Change

Wealth distribution:
To employees

%

R’000

100

2011

50

Change

%

%

R’000

0

%

%

R’000

108,2

347 878

14

85,3

304 967

38

72,5

221 659

To government – direct taxes

2,1

6 861

(45)

3,5

12 416

(48)

7,8

23 816

To providers of debt

5,9

18 963

88

2,8

10 062

74

1,9

5 779

(156)

(108)

0,5

1 888

(62)

1,6

4 966

To minority shareholders

–

(Losses)/profits reinvested in the group

(16,2)

(51 971)

(285)

7,9

28 122

(43)

16,2

49 454

Wealth distributed

100,0

321 575

(10)

100,0

357 455

17

100,0

305 674

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE OVERVIEW
Introduction

Mr G Pretorius has assumed the role of lead independent from

The committee reviewed the external auditors independence and also

Mr NA Gasa during the year.

has considered the experience and expertise of the chief financial officer

As corporate governance and sustainability are essential for DigiCore’s

and concluded these were appropriate.

stakeholders, the directors agree with the spirit and principles of

There were numerous changes to the board during the year for

corporate governance set out in the King Report on Governance in South

various reasons.

Remuneration committee

corporate governance policies and practices in each company in the

The board collectively determines the major policies and strategic

The committee advises the board on executive remuneration policies

group and the disclosure requirements of the JSE. The group complies

direction of the group and retains full and effective control of the group.

and the annual review of remuneration packages, profit share paid and

with King III in all material respects except for two areas of non-compliance

Non-executive directors ensure the group’s interests are served by bringing

issuing share options to executive directors and senior management.

which are detailed in this overview.

impartial views that are separate from management. The executive

Africa (2009) (King III). The board is committed to applying appropriate

directors are tasked to drive the group’s strategy under the guidance of
A detailed corporate governance report which forms part of the

the chief executive officer.

integrated annual report 2013 can be found on www.digicore.com.

Social and ethics committee
In line with the Companies Act, a social and ethics committee was
established a year ago under chairmanship of Adv Jacob Wiese. The

The appointments to the board are made in a formal and transparent

committee has made great strides in dealing with all aspects as detailed

Improvements during the past year and plans for the
year ahead

manner.

by the United Nations Global Compact and will deal with responsibilities

The impact of the new Companies Act (No 71 of 2008) and King III

directors and the chief executive officer before the candidate is put

was assessed and a project launched to update the memorandum of

forward to the board. The audit and risk committee was involved in the

incorporation in terms of the Act. This will be presented to shareholders at

selection process of the new chief financial officer.

The nomination of new directors is discussed between non-executive

as described by the Companies Act to ensure the group operates in an
ethical manner.

Company secretary
In line with the JSE Listings requirements; the board has reviewed and

the annual general meeting for approval.
The board met five times during the year under review and meetings were

assessed the competence, qualifications and experience of the Group

Board of directors

well attended by board members.

company secretary and concluded that he has the expertise to carry

The board currently comprises five executive and four non-executive

Board sub-committees

directors, which ensures a balance of power and authority so that no one
director has unfettered powers of decision-making. The majority of non-

Certain duties of the board have been delegated to sub-committees to

executive directors are independent.

give more detailed attention to specific areas and to better channel the
board’s expertise.

The chairman of the board and chief executive officer roles are presently
held by Nick Vlok.
The board recognises that its current composition is not in line with King III.
The group is currently searching for new black empowerment partners
whose representatives may be considered for appointment to the board
as non-executive directors and chairman. Mr Vlok will retain the role of

Audit and risk committee
Under the leadership of its chairman, Prof Ben Marx, the committee
successfully completed its duties and added significant value to
the group.
During the year they reviewed and updated internal controls.

chief executive officer in future.
The committee oversees the internal audit function which has been
brought in-house during the last financial year.
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out his duties.
The board is satisfied that an arm’s length relationship exists between it
and the group company secretary.
The group company secretary is not a director of the company or a
prescribed officer as assessed by the Audit and risk committee.

Risks and internal controls
Areas of risk in the group were assessed and are being managed by
executive directors, with regular updates provided to the audit and risk
committee and board.
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SUSTAINABILITY OVERVIEW
Approach to sustainability

Training and development

The group understands that its business is part of the greater environment

As one of our strategic objectives, training and development was identified

products effectively, we reaped the benefits of cost saving; providing a

in which we live, so our actions are shaped by national and international

as a priority for management and every employee in the group in the

safe environment for our employees and minimising our carbon footprint.

trends in sustainable development. DigiCore is a long-term business

last report. In the past financial year, a significant investment was made

and this determines our actions as the group strives to be a responsible

in learning and development of all DigiCore staff across the globe. This

Finally, the group understands that its business is part of the greater

corporate citizen and respect the society and environment in which

will continue in the new financial year. Training programmes are sourced

environment in which we live, so our actions are shaped by national and

we operate.

externally or developed internally by the Ctrack Training Academy.

international trends in sustainable development. At all times, we aim to be

Sustainability is the cornerstone of our values and part of our board’s

Community development

February 2013, despite rising fuel prices. There has also been a vast
reduction in insurance claims for vehicle accidents. By using our own

mandate. It underpins our approach to attracting, retaining and
developing our people. It guides our actions in the contribution we make
to preserving our environment. It drives our continued cost-effective growth.
In support of the vision and strategy on sustainability, the group has

a responsible corporate citizen, respecting the society and environment
in which we operate.

The Ctrack Training Academy will provide the opportunity to implement
learnerships and internships for unemployed individuals from previously
disadvantaged groups from our local communities.

During the 2013 financial year, there were no reported grievances resulting
from, or related to, human rights violations or to any form of discrimination,
nor were any cases of corruption uncovered or reported in the group.

Social responsibility

The group did not incur any environmental fines or penalties.

sustainability report has been prepared in accordance with GRI G3.1

DigiCore focused its social responsibility on several community projects

The DigiCore group takes pride in continuing its high standards of health,

guidelines and published on our website (www.digicore.com) with a

and charitable causes during the year:

safety and environmental practices.

adopted the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) framework. The detailed

summary in our printed report.

Our people

By

actively

supporting

underprivileged

people

living

in

the

communities in which we operate

Our corporate achievements are a direct result of our people. Therefore

By hosting our annual golf day in support of Cotlands and SANParks

our focus is to balance financial growth while concentrating on our

to support services provided for anti-rhino poaching.

people. We understand that to better serve our stakeholders, which
include our customers and the communities in which we operate, we

Support of organisations such as Arrive Alive to reduce motor and

must create a workplace that is committed to diversity, focused on staff

pedestrian accidents on South African roads

satisfaction and continuous learning and development.

Our School Bus Safety Initiative continues to ensure safer travel for

The DigiCore group acknowledges that employees are more likely
to remain with a company that provides staff with benchmarked
remuneration that is fair and equitable, and benefits that meet or
exceed those offered by other employers. As a result, the DigiCore group
conducts an annual analysis of remuneration packages to ensure
these are competitive and market-related. The group also reviewed all
company policies during the past year; several policies were updated with
significantly increased benefits for our staff, particularly awards for long
service and maternity leave.

our scholars.

How DigiCore’s products assist in environmental
sustainability
One of the main reasons customers buy DigiCore’s fleet management
products is to improve efficiency, particularly lower vehicle running costs
and lower fuel use, which in turn lowers CO2 emissions. Ctrack software
allows companies to specify CO2 emission quantities by vehicle group as
well as expected fuel consumption. A rigorous plan was implemented in
the group to reduce the cost of our 230-vehicle fleet in the last financial
year. A saving of more than 24% has been achieved in fuel costs since
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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2
1

NH Vlok

DCom (UJ), MCompt (UFS),
CA(SA), RAA, ACCA (UK)

G Pretorius (65)
BSc, BEng, LLB (Stell), PMD (Harvard)

(57)

3

Chairman and chief executive
officer

5

Chairman of audit
and risk committee
Member of remuneration
committee
Member of social
and ethics committee
Appointed 1 November 2008

Independent non-executive
director

Member of audit
and risk committee
Chairman of
remuneration committee
Appointed 3 May 2011

Member of social
and ethics committee
Appointed 8 October 1997

Independent non-executive
director

SS Ntsaluba (53)
BCom, (Hons) BCompt (Unisa),
CA(SA), HDip Tax Law (RAU)

Lead independent non-executive
director

BCom (RAU)

Prof B Marx (49)

Member of audit
and risk committee
Appointed 12 April 2006

Adv JD Wiese (32)
BA (Value and Policy Studies)(Stell),
LLB (UCT), MIEM (Bocconi, Italy)

Non-executive director

8

6

SR Aberdein (56)

9

BBus Sc (UCT), CA(SA), Dip Data (Unisa)

Managing director
DigiCore Electronics
Appointed 1 July 1998
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7

Chairman of social
and ethics committee
Member of remuneration
committee
Appointed 3 February 2011

MD Rousseau (51)

D du Rand (53)

BCom (Unisa)

PrEng, BSc (Hons) Elect (RAU),
BEng (Hons) (UP), MBL (Unisa)

Chief operations officer

Chief technology officer

Appointed 3 January 2005

Appointed 7 December 2000

AJ Voogt (47)
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DA Nieuwoudt (41)

BCom (RAU), BCom Hons (RAU),
CA(SA), MBA (UK)

BAcc (Stell), (Hons) BCompt (Unisa),
CA(SA)

Chief financial officer

Group company secretary

Appointed 3 May 2012

Appointed 1 April 2005
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CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER’S REVIEW
DigiCore’s results for the year ended 30 June 2013 reflect the most difficult
period since the group’s listing on the JSE in 1998.
The financial year was one of restructuring and consolidation to position
ourselves for accelerated growth as we responded to several challenges
in the marketplace. This included putting a new technology platform in
place, new products, streamlined processes and the necessary sales
and marketing strategies to drive top-line growth over coming years.
These adjustments made for a challenging year, but we are confident
all the necessary systems are now in place to ensure more profitability
going forward.

Consolidation process
After an 18-month period as chairman, I was eager to resume my role
as chief executive officer (CEO) in March 2013 and oversee the many
changes under way. Having performed both these senior functions,
the board considered me ideally placed to lead this consolidation of
operations as I resumed the position of CEO. My starting point was to
align our operations to our strategic vision, which is to be a leading global
telematics solutions provider in selected markets, both locally and globally.
In particular, key projects that received attention and investment were
business development initiatives for radio-frequency identification (RFID)
monitoring technology in Asia and for insurance telematics in the UK,
although without immediate returns.
Under the Ctrack brand, we operate through three core owned entities
based in South Africa, Europe (run from the United Kingdom) and
Australia. Elsewhere in Africa, Asia and the Middle East, we operate on
a distributor model and this gives us a competitive edge in emerging
markets, especially given the prevailing economic constraints in Europe.
DigiCore has representation in over 50 countries with some 750 000
systems sold globally to date. These remain important markets for our longterm growth and investment strategies and this diversification underpins
our sustainability.

NH Vlok
Chairman and
chief executive officer
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Further consolidation took place when the Latin America operation was
moved to a distributor model to rationalise operations and cut costs.
Operational processes in South Africa were streamlined and automated
with the introduction of our innovative mobile resource management
(MRM) device. Now installations are more efficient, paperless and workflow-

orientated, delivering a faster turnaround to customers. We also refocused
the customer support centre with tighter performance indicators, thereby
improving customer service.
As a result of these changes, growth strategies were reprioritised in favour
of getting our house in order. In addition, a review of senior management
responsibilities has resulted in a stronger, more focused organisation with
solid leadership primed to drive future growth and increase the overall
sustainability of the group. We recognise the importance of getting this
right for all stakeholders as well as ensuring long-term business viability
and creating a responsible corporate citizen that contributes to the wider
societies and environments in which we operate.

A new technology platform
Our engineers have been hard at work refining our products. In the
previous financial year, this led to the rationalisation of Ctrack products
from five into two new hardware platforms. The review period was focused
on the roll-out and implementation of these platforms which have
produced greater levels of product stability that will generate cost savings
and economies of scale in the medium term.
By the end of the period, Ctrack’s global operation had successfully
migrated to this new-generation iS platform, raising the overall capability
of its product portfolio. Particular enhancements included introducing
solutions that are configured remotely and have multifunctional
applications. Previously, such functionality required physical manipulation
and hence more labour. Now, these are integrated, making them remotely
scalable with faster turnaround and greater flexibility when delivering
solutions to customers.

New products for the marketplace
Our substantial investment in research and development (R&D) has
delivered a number of new products. This may not have yielded visible
profits yet, but we anticipate that their roll out and commercialisation in
the 2014 financial year will reflect positively in the balance sheets. These
products are detailed in the technology review (refer to page 18) and
include: Ctrack On-the-Road, Ctrack OBD-II, Ctrack CANTouch, Ctrack
cMe and driver fatigue monitoring.
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1 000+

After my 18-month period as Chairman, I was eager to resume my
role as chief executive officer in March 2013 and oversee the many
changes underway

Streamlined processes
In line with our strategic themes for the year, automation was identified as
a key goal for 2013 to achieve integration, cost reduction and scalability.
Our MRM device, internally known as SID (systems integration device),
enabled technicians to improve turnaround times by fully testing each
installation onsite, and scanning and uploading client and vehicle
information at the point of sign-off. This paperless, workflow-oriented
process and installation tool provides a fully automated installation. In
addition, the Ctrack MaXx server and cloud platforms were enhanced to
support DigiCore’s internal process improvement programme.

Sales and marketing strategies
Investment in the South African sales strategy and structure included
appointing a new sales director and renewed commitment to the
fundamentals of sales expansion. This led to a renewed focus on
opportunities in the motor dealership and insurance channels. Sales skills
have been expanded through a mixture of training and recruitment to
meet the challenges of a more demanding marketplace. Fleet sales are
moving towards a more consultative sales approach to assist customers
in optimising benefits from their telematics systems. Sales personnel now
work closely with clients to analyse and interpret their data to assist them
in identifying areas for improvement.
The business is being supported with increased marketing activity as we
continue to invest in and build the Ctrack brand globally. As example,
we recently sponsored the Titans cricket team, one of the leading teams
in South Africa with the same home base of Pretoria as DigiCore. We
raise our brand visibility, particularly to the consumer market, through
association with the team and stadium branding as well as capitalising
on many hospitality opportunities for our customers, partners, suppliers,
employees and other stakeholders.

Insurance telematics
There has been high growth in the insurance telematics sector with
over 44 000 systems installed for Discovery Insure to date. In South Africa,
new terms and conditions of the financial structure of this project were
mutually agreed with Discovery Insure Limited. The hardware will now be
sold to Discovery Insure as opposed to being capitalised as rental stock.

This will improve the group’s gearing and alleviate cash flow pressures. We
expect this project to grow from strength to strength in the 2014 financial
year and beyond, along with new insurance telematics initiatives in the UK,
The Netherlands and Australia.

The business model
Progress has been made in converting the income stream into a more
sustainable model that combines subscription, external rental and
cash-based revenue. We anticipate that this will be more economically
sustainable in the long term, with improved cash flows.

Regional operations
The fleet business globally showed marginal growth, and we concentrated
on implementing the new technology platform and streamlining and
consolidating business processes.
Africa and Australia outperformed other regions on the back of strong
telematics leadership and experience in the mining sector as well as
a new product: the driver fatigue monitoring solution was launched in
Australia and shows promise, given that it is a legal requirement.
In Asia, Ctrack has taken the lead in providing advanced telematics
solutions working with 2G and 3G, as well as cross-border tracking and
solutions for the Transported Asset Protection Association (TAPA).
In South Africa, FleetConnect services for fleet management continue to
evolve and were implemented with WesBank in August 2013. Since this is
a major car financer in the country, we anticipate significant expansion
in this market.

employees

DigiCore will concentrate on
balancing financial growth
with our focus on our people,
the group’s biggest asset

efficiency, reducing carbon footprint and improving safety. Our products
introduce optimised routing thereby reducing fuel use, improved driver
behaviour and other fuel-related efficiencies. This has been experienced
first-hand in the DigiCore fleet of vehicles, where significant savings in fuel
costs have been made, despite rising fuel prices.
In addition to these social, environmental and economic benefits,
DigiCore is committed to contributing financially to several initiatives that
we believe make a difference.
In the past year we supported the following causes:

•

Our school bus safety initiative now involves five schools and 33 school
buses that receive Ctrack systems to improve safety in transporting
children to school and other activities.The schools now have complete
visibility on where their buses are.

•

We raised R120 000 at the annual Ctrack charity golf day, half of
which was donated to SANParks honorary rangers’ anti-poaching
project and half to the childcare projects of Cotlands, a non-profit
organisation that supports vulnerable children.

•

We made donations to various other charities and organisations
across the world, including financial support to developing the Arrive
Alive website, which is now in its tenth year.

•

We supported Ctrack Mzansi – our black economic empowerment
initiative – to transfer skills, develop capacity and help us develop and
diversify our own ownership.

Further details appear in our overview on sustainability on page 11 or in
our detailed sustainability report on www.digicore.com

Tap-i-Fare continues to work closely with the taxi industry through the South
African National Taxi Council (SANTACO) in both KwaZulu-Natal and the
Western Cape, with additional roll outs imminent.

Macro-economic drivers

Ctrack Mzansi is in its second year of operation and moved from a level
4 to a level 1 B-BBEEE contributor. The Department of Labour contract to
install systems in all its vehicles was a significant highlight of the period.

Given the global nature of our business, we constantly monitor changes
and risks in the global economy to pre-empt challenges and introduce
cautionary responses. Despite signs that the global economy is recovering,
albeit modestly, Europe remains in recession. Equally, although emerging
market growth has slowed, it remains attractive for our business.

Corporate social responsibility
DigiCore management and employees understand the impact
our operations have on society, the economy and the environment.
The nature of our business offers fundamental benefits such as improving

Economic fluctuations have an impact on the policy-making process
as this has become skewed in established world economies, with
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CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REVIEW
repercussions in emerging markets that are facing complications and
regulatory uncertainty. Certain sectors are particularly vulnerable, such
as mining, and we continue to assess developments to remain abreast
of threats and risks. Fortunately, inflation remained fairly stable in the
review period.
Having more information available to fleet owners through telematics is a
sure way to increase efficiency and save costs, hence global economic
constraints also offer opportunities for the telematics industry and our
group. Our ongoing R&D keeps us at the forefront of identifying such gaps
and keeps us competitive.

Corporate governance
DigiCore subscribes to principles set out in King III and complies with the
JSE Listings Requirements. The board is guided by the King III ethics and
strives to conduct itself in a transparent and compliant manner, ensuring
sustainable economic, social and environmental performance. As a
board, we are aware that the current composition is not in line with the
requirements of King III and changes will be made as soon as suitable
board members can be found.
Further details appear in the overview on corporate governance on
page 10 and in the corporate governance report on www.digicore.com.

The board and sub-committees
The board performed its duties well over the past year but, in keeping
with the overall consolidation focus, it has been streamlined. Changes to
the board have resulted in a new composition that we are confident is
appropriate to the task and challenges ahead.
We continue to look for a suitable non-executive chairman.
Regrettably, we record the sudden and untimely death of Nhlanhla Gasa
in March 2013. He was part of the DigiCore board since 2001 and served
as chairman until recently. He was also part of our black empowerment
shareholders in DigiCore Fleet Management and served on the board
of Ctrack Mzansi. He will be sorely missed and we extend our deepest
condolences to his family and friends.
The sub-committees of the board continue to perform their duties well. The
social and ethics committee has been solidly grounded, and is rolling out
the sound principles of the United Nations Global Compact.
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I am confident that these changes will bring the necessary support and
leadership in guiding the executive team and sub-committees to meet
the group’s goals.

Risk identification and monitoring
Throughout the consolidation process and with our new product
development, we have been conscious of the need to manage risk. This
has been scrupulous based on the continual assessment offered by our
audit and risk committee, which has diligently monitored the group’s
short- and long-term risks and given us regular feedback. I am pleased
with the proactive identification of risks and the mitigating steps taken by
the executive management team and confident that risks have been
mitigated and a firm foundation for sustainable growth laid.

Market leadership
DigiCore is a leader in fleet management, insurance telematics and
vehicle tracking. We are working on a number of other telematics
initiatives outside the traditional vehicle and fleet management areas as
part of our strategy to be a leader in reshaping the telematics industry.
We have received recognition for this in South Africa where we won the
Department of Trade and Industry technology prize for our Thrip Container
research strategy, and this work is now being rolled out worldwide.
In Asia we teamed up with one of our clients Megafortris/ISIS as part of
our expansion strategy in that region.This was in collaboration with a client
partner, at their request.
The strategic and special projects division continues to identify and define
innovative applications and future telematics trends. As a result, DigiCore
maintains its leadership in insurance telematics and, with over 500 million
operating hours and a database of over 1 billion kilometres for insured
vehicles, our solution continues to offer new opportunity to the global
short-term vehicle insurance industry.
Increasing fuel costs remain an important driver for corporate telematics
solutions and the concept of total fleet management is gathering
momentum. This will offer new opportunities as we supply the means for
deeper fleet analysis.

Outlook
The consolidation and management changes undertaken, particularly in
the past six months, leaves the board cautiously optimistic of an improved
trading performance in the year ahead. With the new technology platform

continued

firmly in place, commercialisation of our latest product and software
solutions and our investment in the sales structure, the group has already
started to capitalise on opportunities in the fleet, mining, government and
insurance telematics industries.
Our sales model in future should be more balanced with the external
funding now in place. This will support improved shorter-term profits and
cash flow while enabling the group to build future annuity income,
although at a slower, more sustainable pace.
We have recaptured lost fleet management business and trust we will
continue this trend. New channels to distribute our stolen vehicle recovery
products have been opened and volumes are improving.
Partnerships and long-standing relationships with loyal customers, locally
and internationally, will contribute to the number of systems sold and
growing annuity revenue streams on the back of the new technology and
solid customer service.
With the new executive in the factory we trust we will be able to cut costs
and improve efficiencies by outsourcing more production lines and
controlling working capital more effectively.

Appreciation
Thank you to the board for its dedication and unwavering support
in the past year. Since 2012, we have been on a mission to structurally
overhaul and optimise the business. I thank the management team and
all employees for rising to the challenge and showing much effort during
this period. Your loyalty and commitment has resulted in a stronger group.
We thank our shareholders for their patience and support in this time of
change as well as their trust in us to chart new territories. We are confident
these will bear fruit in coming years. Lastly and most importantly to our
partners and customers, thank you. You have embraced our vision of new
products and together we will continue to develop intelligent solutions
that add value to your life.

NH Vlok
Chairman and chief executive officer
24 October 2013
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CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER’S REVIEW
For the financial year ended 30 June 2013, the group increased its
installed base to 89 228 units. This is up 17,1% against the 76 160 units
shipped for the prior financial year.

date of the revised terms and conditions is 1 July 2013. The group expects
the project with Discovery Insure to continue growing and contribute
significantly to the group in the next financial year and beyond.

Revenue rose by 3% to R863 million from R844 million for the comparative
reporting period.

Further details can be found in the summary annual financial
statements on pages 25 to 32 or in the full annual financial statements
on www.digicore.com.

AJ Voogt
Chief financial officer

Cash generating unit

Segment

Alchemist House (Proprietary) Limited
Ctrack Limited
DigiCore Europe BV
Ctrack UK Limited

SA distribution
Foreign distribution
Foreign distribution
Foreign distribution

Total

2005

2006

Six months revenue

Carrying amount prior to
impairment of goodwill
R’000
3 801
51 321
76 090
8 413

2007

712,2

Impairment of
goodwill
R’000
(3 801)
(8 000)
(37 286)
(8 413)

2011

448,4

530,5
2010

Six months EBITDA

400,5

2009

322,4

2008

Full-year revenue

249,1

287,8

0

309,2

200

323,2

400

440,1

600

576,2

684,8

800

844,3

1 000

862,6

R million

189,9

In September 2013, the group renegotiated the terms and conditions
of the financial structure of our project with Discovery Insure Limited. This
project is currently run on a subscription revenue basis and the cost of
units installed in customers’ vehicles capitalised to property, plant and
equipment as rental stock. Under the revised terms, the group will sell
the hardware to Discovery Insure and the subscription revenue will be
adjusted to cover services only. This will result in derecognition of rental
stock capitalised for the project, an improvement in the group’s gearing
and alleviate some cash flow pressures experienced to date. The effective

Revenue vs EBITDA

145,3

Cash flow from operating activities has risen by 63% to R104,5 million
(2012: R64,0 million). Cash flow from investing activities has reduced by
24% to R96,0 million (2012: R125,8 million). As a result, net cash flow from
operating activities and investing activities has been reduced from a
negative cash flow in 2012 of R61,8 million to a positive cash flow for the
review period of R8,5 million.

24 October 2013

253

Finance costs rose to R14,4 million (2012: R6,0 million) due to the higher
investment in rental assets.

AJ Voogt
Chief financial officer

107,2

Earnings before interest, impairments, taxation, depreciation and
capital items (EBITDA) have increased by 7% to R114,3 million (2012:
R106,9 million). Depreciation and amortisation charges rose significantly
due to the increase in rental assets being depreciated over the term
of contracts. Material contributors to the higher depreciation charge
include R9,5 millon depreciation of intangible assets under development
and R61,9 million for rental stock. We completed a detailed impairment
review of goodwill. The goodwill relating to subsidiaries in the United
Kingdom, mainland Europe and domestically has been impaired.

2012

2013

Full-year EBITDA

Carrying amount after
impairment of goodwill
R’000
–
43 321
38 804
–

(57 500)
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TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
During the review period, the group’s R&D divisions in South Africa, UK

Ctrack cMe, a vehicle lifecycle tracking solution for motor dealerships

and Australia completed the migration to Ctrack’s new-generation iS

that offers direct tracking benefits before and after a vehicle is sold.

platform, lifting the overall capability of the Ctrack product portfolio. This

The product provides stolen vehicle support to dealers and their

was supported by a global change management programme and

customers, a paperless process through to odometer readings for

training for all sales and technical installation staff to communicate the

vehicle maintenance and servicing purposes.

new features and capabilities of this latest range of telematics systems.

Specifically for Ctrack Australia, a driver-fatigue monitoring solution and

The iS range supports 2G and 3G networks. A unique scripting language

support for their intelligent access platform (IAP) was implemented.

has been added to the iS200 and iS300 fleet systems, allowing customer-

The solutions comply with and report based on the country’s road

specific fleet monitoring with programmable business rules for solution

regulations, giving Ctrack owners peace of mind that their drivers

flexibility and bespoke customisation. The cumulative impact of moving to

operate within the law.

the iS platform also resulted in a significant unit cost reduction, increasing
price competitiveness in the market, especially for the insurance sector.
A substantial investment in development during 2013 produced a
number of new products scheduled for commercialisation in the new
financial year. These included:

For the TapiFareTM fare-collection system, a new payment transaction
manager was developed and onboard systems upgraded to
enhance minibus taxi payment efficiencies.
The investment in systems and software resulted in the release of a new
interactive business intelligence and key performance indicator module.

Ctrack On-the-Road, a complete on-board messaging and navigation

This powerful module enables customers to view fleet use and productivity

system running on Android was finalised during the year. The system

trends in high-end graphics. Also included is driver behaviour and driving

assists fleet operators to save time and money through advanced

hours, irrespective of the vehicle driven.

navigation, task management, messaging, optimal routing, voice
functionality and driver behaviour. A live internet connection provides
real-time traffic updates while navigating and cameras allow live
recording. For heavy commercial vehicles, route navigation may be
set to include the truck’s weight and size constraints for route planning.

In addition, the Ctrack MaXx server and cloud platforms were enhanced
to support DigiCore’s internal process improvement programme.
This included the development of SID (systems integration device) –
a paperless workflow-oriented process and installation tool that provides
a fully automated installation. SID ensures the installation is fully tested

Ctrack OBD-II, a small telematics device that plugs into the OBD-II

onsite with the client and vehicle information is scanned and uploaded

maintenance port of modern passenger vehicles.This port powers the

at the point of customer sign-off.

Ctrack system, allowing it to read vehicle-specific information from the
vehicle’s electronic systems. The Ctrack OBD-II device reports to Ctrack
back-office servers or cloud servers. This information is accessible
through the Ctrack MaXx desktop application, Ctrack Online web
solution and the Ctrack Mobi smartphone solution.
Ctrack CANTouch, a non-electrical connection to the vehicle’s
CANBus wiring which allows information to be read from the CANBus
or ECU (engine control unit). This sensor technology removes
the liability and warranty implications of installing telematics systems
into vehicles as no electrical connection is required.
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The global development teams maintained their quarterly releases of new
Ctrack MaXx and Ctrack Online software, each time adding support for

We have also continued the process of automating our testing systems to

market requirements and addressing specific key customer requirements.

eliminate failures, reduce costs and production time. This includes soaktesting the units while they are being vibration tested.

Manufacturing overview

All factory processes have been streamlined, including use of wireless

The focus of the review period for the factory was phasing out most of the

communications in the final configuration of the units.

older-generation products. This has simplified our production processes

We are installing an upgraded ERP system to improve factory-planning

and reduced our component costs. The design of our new products

processes and reduce inventory. In addition, the system allows us to

allows us to offer our customers a wide range of solutions with very few

capture and track more information about each unit as it is manufactured

changes in configuration at factory level.

to improve our services when the unit is in the field.
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OPERATIONAL REVIEW

DigiCore is progressing with the shift from selling tracking devices to an
information-based service-and-subscription revenue model, supported
by client-selectable value-added solutions.
The strategic and special projects division continues to identify and
define innovative applications and future telematics trends, entrenching
DigiCore’s leadership in insurance telematics. With over 500 million
operating hours and a database of over 1 billion kilometres for insured
vehicles, our solution continues to offer new opportunities to the global
short-term vehicle insurance industry.
Increasing fuel costs remain an important driver for corporate telematics
solutions and the concept of total fleet management is gathering
momentum. This will offer new opportunities as we supply the means for
deeper fleet analysis.
Working on a number of other telematics initiatives outside the traditional
vehicle and fleet management areas is a key part of DigiCore’s strategy
to be a leader in reshaping the telematics industry. Megafortris/ISIS, a
combination of client partner request and our Thrip Container research
strategy, won the DTI technology prize for its work, and this is now being
rolled out worldwide.
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REGIONAL REPORTS

Ctrack South Africa
The latest technology platform is now strongly embedded in the South
African business. As a result, Ctrack has one of the widest ranges of
products and solutions to meet current and future vehicle tracking
and fleet management needs. Importantly, remotely scalable solutions
provide faster turnaround and greater flexibility in delivering solutions to
our customers.
The successful deployment of DigiCore’s SID (systems integration device)
for mobile resource management has helped streamline processes and
is a significant milestone towards a fully automated system.
Investment in the sales strategy and structure has provided new
opportunities in the motor dealership and insurance channels. Sales
skills have been expanded through a mixture of training and recruitment
to meet the challenges of a more demanding marketplace. The fleet
sales focus is moving towards a more consultative approach to help
customers optimise the benefits from their Ctrack telematics solutions.
New partnerships will assist in selling a total fleet solution to our customers
in the logistics segment.
The FleetConnect software suite for fleet management continues to evolve
and was implemented with leading vehicle finance group, WesBank, in
August 2013. FleetConnect will also be used to enhance Ctrack’s bureau
service to customers in future.
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Over 1 billion kilometres of second-by-second driver behaviour data which is used every day to
incentivise safer driving on South African roads through the Discovery Vitality DriveTM rewards programme –
an innovative initiative aimed at rewarding customers who demonstrate safe driving habits.

1 Billion
KILOMETRES OF
SECOND-BY-SECOND DRIVER
BEHAVIOUR DATA
CTRACK SOUTH AFRICA

Telematics leadership and experience in the mining sector has supported
continued growth as we focus on expanding our footprint across the
various segments in this sector.
The telesales function has focused on renewing the existing customer
base and third-party call centres have been appointed to drive new
business acquisition in the consumer market in the 2014 financial year.

44 000

CTRACK INSURANCE TELEMATICS
SYSTEMS INSTALLED

An agreement signed with International SOS South Africa will provide the
opportunity to sell value-added services, such as medical support and
roadside assistance, to the consumer customer base.
With Discovery Insure, we have now installed over 44 000 Ctrack insurance
telematics systems. Strong growth is expected over coming years as the
market becomes more aware of the concept of rewarding better and

The South African Police Service (SAPS) benefited from accelerated

Ctrack Mzansi is a fully black-empowered company, benefiting from its

reaction time and service delivery to the public. Product development for

Distributor based –
Africa, Latin America, Asia and Middle East

contributor. The national Department of Labour contract was a significant
win in the period, with the outcome of other fleet tenders pending.

system to its emergency (10111) operation centres nationally, enhancing

Owned and operated –
Australia, Europe and South Africa

In its second year, Ctrack Mzansi moved from a level 4 to level 1 B-BBEE

safer driving habits.

deployment of the integrated Ctrack and emergency dispatching

Global operations

Ctrack Mzansi – DigiCore’s empowerment arm

association with JSE-listed DigiCore Holdings and the latter’s commitment
to broad-based black empowerment. With over 25 years in the fleet
management and vehicle tracking industry, Ctrack is a pioneer of

SAPS is ongoing in the light of the partnership.

telematics technology and a global market leader. Ctrack Mzansi

The customer-focused drive initiated in the first half of the year has set

Holdings group, as well as active skills transfer initiatives. As a proudly South

a new standard for customer service. This included some necessary

African company, Ctrack Mzansi operates from its head office in Pretoria,

changes in the department and introduction of tighter measurement

South Africa, and is fast being recognised for its capabilities in the vehicle

criteria to improve our overall service excellence.

tracking and fleet management market across South Africa.

Tap-i-Fare

Through detailed customer needs analysis, Ctrack Mzansi promises

Tap-i-Fare continues to work closely with the taxi industry in both KwaZulu-

for any business. It is committed to bringing products and solutions to

Natal and the Western Cape, with additional roll-outs imminent.

the marketplace that increase safety for businesses, their employees,

therefore benefits from full access to the skill and knowledge in the DigiCore

to shape the optimal vehicle tracking and fleet management solution
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CTRACK AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

Ctrack Australia and New Zealand
Ctrack Australia and New Zealand recorded another successful and
profitable year. Significant sales have been secured with key international
companies and opportunities developed for future launches in the
their families and road users in general. Ctrack Mzansi has a range of
telematics products that meets a vast array of customer needs, whether
for personal or commercial needs.

Ctrack Africa
Given Africa’s continued attraction for global mineral and resources
exploration companies, the mining industry is the key focus and revenue
generator for Ctrack Africa as vehicle telematics form an integral part of
the health and safety monitoring environment. Systems sales increased
year on year despite ongoing challenges in the mining environment,
local mineral exploration taxes and political instability.
Most development took place in the coal-producing region of Tete
in Mozambique where Rio Tinto received telematics solutions. The
Fluor project was launched in Guinea, West Africa, with the first phase
completed in March and two more phases scheduled for completion
by end-2015. AngloGold Ashanti Geita in Tanzania has also increased
its focus on fleet management solutions to reduce vehicle abuse and
increase productivity of operations vehicles.
Various distributors also played a significant role in expanding Ctrack’s
African footprint and redistributing our products and services.
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insurance market.
The company launched a range of 3G products to the market, including
products and solutions in the iS 100 and iS 200 series. The business
continues to upgrade the former Minorplanet database with Ctrack
products and solutions.
While there has been some slowdown in the Australian economy, the
targeted industry segments of mining, insurance, fleet and heavy vehicles
continue to provide growth opportunities for the group. Ctrack ANZ
has also partnered with key telecommunications carriers in the region,
enabling our range of products and services to be presented via the
individual carriers’ machine-to-machine segments.
Ctrack ANZ is preparing to launch appropriate products to address
mining and satellite communications demands in the Australian mining
sector and the large terrain. Further developments with electronic work
diaries and on-board masse will see Ctrack ready to work with local
regulatory bodies to introduce new compliance and regulatory solutions
to the heavy vehicle and fleet sectors.
We expect to continue this profitable trend through several projects under
way in the carrier and insurance sectors.

15%
INCREASE
IN REVENUE
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UK INSURANCE
TELEMATICS
LAUNCHED WITH
INSURANCE GIANT

179
EMPLOYEES IN THE CTRACK
EUROPE/UK REGION

Ctrack Europe and UK
Ctrack in Europe has maintained its position despite the continuing
weakness of many European economies and the challenge that
presents to further growth. Each of the countries in which Ctrack trades
has focused on achieving a high renewal rate among existing and
acquired customer bases, and migrating to new technology platforms to
ensure a stable foundation for future growth. This was supported by more
targeted sales activity and specific initiatives to measure and improve
customer experience.
Ctrack in the UK and Netherlands are established businesses that operate
in mature markets. Performance in these areas has been sustained,
although margins were under pressure given the competitive nature of
these geographies. The German telematics market is less developed and
offers good growth potential for the future. In Belgium, legislative changes
have opened up the market and Ctrack was able to benefit from this with
strong sales and margin performance in the second half of the period.
The European business was restructured to deliver operational efficiencies
and cost control remains a focus for the European management team.
This resulted in some exceptional restructuring costs in the year.

5 000

SYSTEMS PROVIDED WITH A PURE
SUBSCRIPTION-BASED MODE
CTRACK ASIA AND MIDDLE EAST

new financial year will meet market demands for trailers, cold chain and

The insurance market in Europe continues to develop and Ctrack is well

cargo tracking. Chinese and Thai languages will be supported in time for

placed to capitalise on the growth opportunities this will present in the

the respective market launches.

coming year. We continue to work closely with customers and partners in

+

The launch of the long-haul solution for cross-border logistics later in the

this sector, as evident in the successful launch of an insurance-centred
product in the UK.
Ctrack remains optimistic about growth potential across the European market.

Ctrack Asia and Middle East

The Malaysian data centre now supports vehicles in Malaysia, Singapore,
Thailand, the Indo-China region and Afghanistan. The business also runs
data centres in UAE, Pakistan and Indonesia. New data centres have
been planned for Saudi Arabia and China in 2014.
Government tenders to upgrade existing technologies to support interior
security initiatives have been received from Abu Dhabi, Saudi Arabia and

Ctrack has taken the lead in providing advanced telematics solutions in

Malaysia. These are high-volume, long-term initiatives that will help the

the Asia and Middle East region with 2G and 3G, cross-border tracking

business grow exponentially.

and solutions for the Transported Asset Protection Association (TAPA).
Growth was recorded in the leasing, car rental, mining, logistics and cash

Ctrack Latin America

in transit (CIT) sectors. The insurance sector is beginning to gain traction

The Ctrack Latin America operation has been replaced with distributors in

as Malaysia moves to a deregulated model in 2015.

Mexico, Chile, Peru and Colombia.
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SHAREHOLDERS’ ANALYSIS
Company:

DigiCore Holdings Limited

Register date:

28 June 2013

Issued share capital:

247 669 272

Number of
Public/non-public shareholders

1 – 1 000 shares

shareholders

shares

%

28

1,9

88 115 494

35,4

Directors and associates of the company*

9

0,6

50 288 919

20,2

Holding more than 10%

1

0,1

29 725 000

12,0

Own holdings

1

0,1

14 871

245

0,0

Share trusts

1

0,1

8 047 004

3,2

16

1,0

39 700

0,0

Public shareholders

1 582

98,1

159 553 778

64,6

Totals

1 610

100,0

247 669 272

100,0

Number of
%
15,2

shares
129 746

%
0,1

1 001 – 10 000 shares

602

37,4

2 698 196

1,1

10 001 – 100 000 shares

581

36,1

20 419 026

8,2

100 001 – 1 000 000 shares

145

9,0

45 449 452

18,4

1 000 001 shares and over

37

2,3

178 972 852

72,2

1 610

100,0

247 669 272

100,0

Totals

%

Non-public shareholders
Number of

Shareholder spread

Number of

shareholders

Non-directors (own holdings)

Number of
Number of
Distribution of shareholders

Beneficial shareholders holding 3% or more

Number of

shares

%

shareholders

%

shares

%

NH Vlok and his associates

36 303 533

14,6

7

0,4

10 130 181

4,1

Titan Nominees (Pty) Limited

29 725 000

12,0

Close corporations

29

1,8

2 012 472

0,8

Coronation Fund Managers

28 162 940

11,4

Endowment funds

15

0,9

1 895 249

0,8

Investec

26 684 545

10,8

1 121

69,7

45 366 757

18,3

Mellon Bank (Custodian)

10 007 377

4,0

Insurance companies

16

1,0

11 830 765

4,8

Titan Share dealers

8 813 500

3,6

Investment companies

4

0,2

1 305 169

0,5

Digicore Holdings Limited Share Trust

8 047 004

3,2

7

0,4

1 408 843

0,6

64

4,0

70 177 513

28,3

147 743 899

59,6

Banks

Individuals

Medical scheme
Mutual funds
Nominees and trusts

218

13,6

33 727 722

13,6

Other corporations

12

0,7

1 190 828

0,5

Private companies

46

2,9

42 593 712

17,2

Public companies

2

0,1

224 774

0,1

Retirement funds

68

4,2

17 758 283

7,2

1

0,1

8 047 004

3,2

1 610

100,0

247 669 272

100,0

Share trust
Totals
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Totals
*

Refer to the Directors’ report in the annual financial statements for further information on shareholding of the directors. Since 28 June 2013 the
directors or their associates have purchased 1 846 000 shares in the market.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AT 30 JUNE 2013

Notes

30 June 2013
R'000
(Audited)

30 June 2012
R'000
(Audited)

Assets
Non-current assets

477 084

541 519

Property, plant and equipment

2

201 435

203 730

Goodwill

3

158 780

220 584

85 337

79 487

7 939

7 110

Intangible assets
Investments in associates
Other financial assets

–

1 250

23 593

29 358

Current assets

402 857

365 136

Inventories

104 347

95 763

Deferred tax

Current tax receivable
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

6 400

2 426

249 579

225 628

42 531

41 319

Net asset value per share

–

28 606

Cents

879 941

935 261

Equity attributable to equity holders of parent

632 973

643 988

Share capital and premium

166 324

166 324

Assets held for sale

4

Total assets
Equity and liabilities

Foreign currency translation reserve

43 182

Share-based payment reserve

10 935

9 989

412 532

468 199

15 757

(14 524)

Retained income
Non-controlling interest

(524)

Non-current liabilities

55 357

33 040

Interest-bearing financial liabilities

39 461

22 995

Finance lease obligation

14 481

7 810

Deferred tax
Current liabilities
Current portion of interest-bearing financial liabilities

1 415

2 235

175 854

176 209

46 614

10 183

Current tax payable

4 028

16 222

Finance lease obligation

5 668

7 111

Trade and other payables

61 667

66 279

5 835

6 244

52 042

70 170

Provisions
Bank overdraft
Liabilities held for sale
Total equity and liabilities

4

–

96 548

879 941

935 261

Net asset value per share (cents)

255,6

260,0

Net tangible per share (cents)

157,0

138,9
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2013

Notes

Year ended
30 June 13
R'000
(Audited)

Year ended
30 June 12
R'000
(Audited)

Revenue

862 588

844 379

Earnings before interest, impairments, taxation, depreciation,
amortisation and capital items

114 339

106 932

Depreciation and amortisation

2

(98 424)

(61 133)

Capital Items

5

(60 373)

(229)

Operating profit

(44 458)

Investment revenue

216

Income from equity accounted investments

100 000
80 000
60 000
40 000
20 000
0
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

100

2 131

2 259

(14 378)

(6 033)

(Loss)/Profit before taxation

(56 489)

41 896

4 362

(11 886)

(52 127)

30 010

Exchange differences on translating foreign operations

43 706

13 670

Total comprehensive income for the year

(8 421)

43 680

(51 971)

28 122

(Loss)/Profit after tax

120 000

45 570

Finance costs

Taxation

Units shipped

Revenue
R million

1 000
800
600

Other comprehensive income:

(Loss)/Profit attributable to:

400
200
0

Equity holders of the parent
Non-controlling interest

(156)

1 888

(52 127)

30 010

(8 265)

41 792

(156)

1 888

(8 421)

43 680

Total comprehensive (loss)/income for the year attributable to:

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

EBITDA
R million

250

Equity holders of the parent
Non-controlling interest

200
150

(Loss)/Earnings per share (cents)

6

(21,7)

12,7

100

Diluted (loss)/earnings per share (cents)

6

(21,7)

12,7

50

Headline earnings per share (cents)

6

3,3

12,7

Diluted headline earnings per share (cents)

6

3,3

12,7

0
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2013

Notes

Year ended
30 June 2013
R'000
(Audited)

Year ended
30 June 2012
R'000
(Audited)

Share capital and premium:
Share capital and premium at the beginning of the year

166 324

Share options exercised
Share capital and premium at the end of the year

166 215

–

109

166 324

166 324

Reserves:
Foreign currency translation reserve
Balance at the beginning of the year

(524)

Comprehensive income for the year

43 706

Balance at the end of the year

43 182

(14 194)
13 670
(524)

Equity settled share-based payment reserve
Balance at the beginning of the year

9 989

Share options cancelled or exercised

(1 859)

Share-based payment cost for the year

7 288
(974)

2 805

3 675

Balance at the end of the year

10 935

9 989

Reserves at the end of the year

54 117

9 465

Retained Income at the beginning of the year

468 199

454 673

Comprehensive income/(loss) for the year

(51 971)

28 122

Retained Income:

Share options cancelled
Acquisition of a further 27% in Ctrack (Proprietary) Limited

1 859
7

Non-controlling interest in Ctrack Latin America S.A derecognised

(5 568)
13

Dividends paid

–

Retained Income at the end of the year

974
–
–
(15 570)

412 532

468 199

(14 524)

17 322

Non-controlling Interest:
Balance at the beginning of the year
Comprehensive income/(loss) for the year
Business combinations

7

Acquisition of 47% in IFCS (Proprietary) Limited from outside shareholders

(156)

1 888

(874)

(33 635)

–

(99)

Sale of Worldmark SA (Proprietary) Limited

4

32 636

–

Acquisition of a further 27% in Ctrack (Proprietary) Limited

7

(1 312)

–

Non-controlling interest in Ctrack Latin America S.A derecognised
Non-controlling interest at the end of the year
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(13)
15 757

–
(14 524)
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2013

Year ended
30 June 2013
R'000
(Audited)

Year ended
30 June 2012
R'000
(Audited)

Cash flows from operating activities

104 597

63 949

Cash generated from operations

125 620

97 868

Net finance cost

(14 162)

Dividends paid
Tax paid

–

(5 933)
(15 570)

(6 861)

(12 416)

Cash flows from investing activities

(96 021)

(125 781)

Cash flows from financing activities

15 714

(16 975)

Total cash and cash equivalents movement for the year

24 290

(78 807)

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year

(28 851)

52 569

Effect of exchange rate movement on cash balances

(4 950)

(2 613)

Total cash and cash equivalents at end of the year

(9 511)

(28 851)
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SELECTED EXPLANATORY NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2013

1.

Basis of preparation and presentation
of financial statements

Accumulated impairments at 30 June 2012

The accounting policies are in terms of IFRS and are
consistent with those of the consolidated Annual Financial
Statements at 30 June 2013 as issued on 23 September 2013.
The accounting policies are supported by reasonable and
fair judgments and estimates.

These abridged consolidated group financial statements
have been extracted from the audited annual financial
statements upon which Mazars (Gauteng) Inc, the group’s
auditors, have issued an unqualified report. The group annual
financial statements are available for inspection at the
company’s registered office.
Any reference to future financial performance included in
this announcement, the commentary within the Corporate
Governance, Sustainability and Corporate Profile headings
and the financial and operational commentary have not
been reported on by our auditors.

3.

220 584

The abridged consolidated financial statements have been
derived from the annual financial statements for the year
ended 30 June 2013. The abridged financial statements are
prepared in accordance with the Framework Concepts and
the measurement and recognition requirements of IFRS and
contain the information required by IAS 34: Interim Financial
Reporting as well as the SAICA Financial Reporting Guides
as issued by the Accounting Practices Committee, the JSE
Limited Listings Requirements, and the requirements of the
Companies Act, 2008 (as amended).

The board has approved the financial statements which
have been abridged for purposes of this report. The financial
statements were internally compiled by Mr AJ Voogt CA(SA),
the Group Chief Financial Officer and Mr V Venkatkumar
CA(SA), the Group Financial Manager.

2.

R’000
Cost at 30 June 2012

Property, plant and equipment

–

Carrying value at 30 June 2012

220 584

Additions through business combinations

3 801

Disposals through business divesture

(41 131)

Foreign exchange movements

33 026

Impairment losses recognised

(57 500)

Carrying value at 30 June 2013

158 780

Cost at 30 June 2013

216 280

Accumulated impairments at 30 June 2013

(57 500)

The impairment of goodwill has been allocated to the following Cash Generating Units (CGU’s)
(Amounts in R’000):

Cash Generating Unit
DigiCore Electronics
(Proprietary) Limited
Ctrack SA (Proprietary) Limited
DigiCore Fleet Management
SA (Proprietary) Limited
Worldmark SA (Proprietary)
Limited*
Alchemist House (Proprietary)
Limited
Ctrack Limited

Property, plant and equipment has increased over the
year due to the continued investment into rental assets
of R98.7 million. Included in this amount is a depreciation
charge of R83.08 million for the year (2012: R51.04 million).

Ctrack Benelux B.V.

Goodwill

Ctrack Deutschland GmbH

The goodwill amount per the statement of financial position
is reconciled as follows:

Ctrack UK Limited

DigiCore Europe B.V.

Ctrack (Proprietary) Limited
Total

Segment
SA
distribution
SA
distribution
SA
distribution
SA
distribution
SA
distribution
Foreign
distribution
Foreign
distribution
Foreign
distribution
Foreign
distribution
Foreign
distribution
Foreign
distribution

Carrying
amount
prior to
impairment
of goodwill

Disposal of subsidiary
On 31 January 2013, the group sold its 50.1% held investment
in Worldmark SA (Proprietary) Limited to Autovest Limited for
a total proceed of R7 000 000 which was settled in cash.
Worldmark SA (Proprietary) Limited was presented as a
non-current asset held for sale, following the commitment
of group’s management, on 30 June 2012 to a plan to sell
the subsidiary due to the purchaser having an enhanced
national footprint of motor vehicle dealerships. The profit after
tax of Worldmark SA (Proprietary) Limited from 1 July 2012 up
the date of disposal was R414 367.
Based on the book values of the net asset disposed of and
the related sales proceed, the loss on disposal of Worldmark
SA (Proprietary) Limited is R1 047 497 as summarised below.
This amount has been included in other expenses in
comprehensive income.
At 31 January 2013 the disposal group comprised the
following assets and liabilities:

Impairment
of goodwill

Carrying
amount
after
impairment
of goodwill

2012

8 953

–

8 953

8 953

Trade and other receivables

9 195

–

9 195

9 195

Cash and cash equivalents

R’000
Assets classified as held for sale
Property, plant and equipment
Inventories

4 917
8 577
13 386
(2 747)
24 133

1 458

–

1 458

1 458

–

–

–

41 131

3 801

(3 801)

–

–

51 321

(8 000)

43 321

48 173

76 090

(37 286)

38 804

57 127

42 460

–

42 460

34 156

4 996

–

4 996

4 396

8 413

(8 413)

–

7 059

9 593

8 936

158 780

220 584

Liabilities classified as held for sale
Other financial liabilities
Finance lease obligation
Trade and other payables

80 776
995
10 106
91 877

Group loss on disposal
Net assets disposed of

(67 744)

Goodwill derecognised

41 631

Non-controlling interest derecognised

32 636

Consideration received

(7 000)

Profit recognised in Ctrack SA
(Proprietary) Limited

(570)
(1 047)

9 593
216 280

–
(57 500)

* Worldmark SA (Proprietary) Limited was sold on 31 January 2013, refer to disposal of subsidiary note, 4.
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5.

Capital items

7.

Capital items consist of the following:

Loss on sale of property, plant and equipment
Loss on sale of Worldmark SA (Proprietary) Limited
Impairment of goodwill
Impairment loss on re-measurement of disposal
group held for sale

6.

Tax effect on adjustments
Non-controlling interest in adjustments
Basic and diluted headline earnings

Total identifiable net assets
Non-controlling interest
Goodwill

Ctrack (Proprietary) Limited
30 June
2013
R’000
(1 826)
(1 047)
(57 500)

30 June
2012
R’000
(129)
–
–

–
(60 373)

(100)
(229)

Earnings per share

(Loss)/earnings per share (cents)
Diluted (loss)/earnings per share (cents)
Headline earnings per share (cents)
Diluted headline earnings per share (cents)
Interim dividend per share (cents)
Final dividend per share (cents)
Total dividend per share (cents)
Number of ordinary shares in issue (‘000)
Weighted number of shares in issue to be used in
the calculation of basic and diluted earnings per
share (‘000)
Reconciliation of headline earnings:
Basic and diluted earnings
Adjusted for:
Loss on sale of property, plant and equipment
Impairment loss on remeasurement of assets and
liabilities held for sale
Gain on bargain purchase of Dedical (Proprietary)
Limited
Loss on sale of Worldmark SA (Proprietary) Limited
Impairment of goodwill

Business combinations

30 June
2013
(21.7)
(21.7)
3.3
3.3
–
–
–
247 669

30 June
2012
12.7
12.7
12.7
12.7
3.0
–
3.0
247 669

239 607

220 756

(51 971)

28 122

1 826

129

–

100

–
1 047
57 500
8 402
(511)
–
7 891

(567)
–
–
27 784
(36)
228
27 976

On 1 September 2012, the group acquired an additional 27% interest in Ctrack
(Proprietary) Limited for AUD810 000 equivalent to R6 880 511 which was settled
in cash. This increased the group’s ownership from 65% to 92%. The carrying
amount of Ctrack (Proprietary) Limited’s net assets in the group’s financial
statements on the date of acquisition was R5 545 032. The group recognised
a decrease in non-controlling interests of R1 312 400 and the excess of
the consideration paid over the non-controlling interest derecognised
of R5 568 111 has been recognised in equity.

Acquisition date fair value of consideration paid
Cash
Fair value of equity interest held before business combination

Acquisition date fair value of consideration paid
Cash

R’000
1 312

Revenue of R6 577 052 and profit of R311 716 of Alchemist House
(Proprietary) Limited T/A Fleet Connect have been included in the
group’s results since the date of acquisition. If the acquisition had
occurred on 1 July 2012, management estimates that Alchemist House
(Proprietary) Limited would have contributed a loss after taxation of
R146 783 and revenue of R9 389 770 respectively. In determining these
amount, management have assumed that the fair value adjustments,
determined provisionally, that arose on the date of acquisition would
have been the same if the acquisition had occurred on 1 July 2012.

5 568
6 880
6 880

Non-controlling interest is measured at the non-controlling interest’s
proportionate share of the acquiree’s identifiable net assets.

The fair value of trade and other receivables acquires approximate their
book values as the impact of discounting is not considered material due
to the short-term nature of the receivables. The acquisition of Alchemist
House (Proprietary) Limited is based on provisional fair values as the
group has not yet determined the fair values of the identifiable assets,
liabilities and or contingent liabilities. The fair value of the business will be
accurately determined by the next reporting date.

Alchemist House (Proprietary) Limited T/A Fleet Connect
On Thursday, 1 November, 2012 the group acquired a further 25% of the voting
equity interest of Alchemist House (Proprietary) Limited T/A Fleet Connect which
resulted in the group obtaining control over Alchemist House (Proprietary)
Limited T/A Fleet Connect. This was in addition to an existing interest of
26% which was obtained on Thursday, 1 September, 2011. Alchemist House
(Proprietary) Limited’s results were accounted for using the equity method until
31 October 2012. The fair value purchase consideration for this transaction
was R1 350 000 which was paid in cash. Alchemist House (Proprietary) Limited
T/A Fleet Connect is principally involved in the Fleet Management industry in
the South African market. As a result of the acquisition, the group is expecting
to enhance its range of fleet management products and services. It is also
expecting to reduce costs through economies of scale.
Goodwill of R3 801 194 arising from the acquisition consists largely of the
synergies and economies of scale expected from combining the operations
of the entities.
Fair value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed:

Property, plant and equipment
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Other financial liabilities
Deferred tax
Trade and other payables

1 350
1 396
2 746

Non-controlling interest is measured at the non-controlling interest’s
proportionate share of the acquiree’s identifiable net assets.

Fair value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed:

Non-controlling interest derecognised
Excess of consideration paid over non-controlling interest recognised in
retained earnings

R’000
(1 929)
874
3 801
2 746

R’000
222
495
132
(1 977)
(145)
(656)

8.

Post-financial year end events
During September 2013 the group renegotiated the terms and conditions
of financial structure of the project with Discovery Insure Limited.
This project is currently run on a subscription revenue basis and the
cost of the units installed in customers vehicles is capitalised to property,
plant and equipment as rental stock. Under the revised terms, the group
will sell the hardware to Discovery Insure and the subscription revenue will
be adjusted to cover services only. This will result in the de-recognition of
rental stock capitalised in respect of the project, an improvement in the
group’s gearing and alleviate some cash flow pressures experienced to
date. The effective date of the revised terms and conditions is 1 July 2013.
The group expects the project with Discovery Insure Limited to grow from
strength to strength and contribute significantly to the group in the 2014
financial year and beyond.
Other than those disclosed above, there have been no significant
events subsequent to year-end and up to the date of this report that
would require adjustment to the annual financial statements or further
disclosure.
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Revenue
SA distribution
External revenue
Internal segment revenue
Foreign distribution
External revenue
Internal segment revenue
Product development and manufacturing
External revenue
Internal segment revenue
Group services
External revenue
Internal segment revenue
Inter segmental revenue
Operating (loss)/profit
SA distribution
Foreign distribution
Product development and manufacturing
Group services
Investment revenue
Income from equity accounted investments
Finance costs
(Loss)/Profit before taxation
Segment assets
SA distribution
Foreign distribution
Product development and manufacturing
Group services
Eliminations
Total assets
Segment liabilities
SA distribution
Foreign distribution
Product development and manufacturing
Group services
Eliminations
Total liabilities
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Year ended
30 June 2013
R'000
(Audited)

Year ended
30 June 2012
R'000
(Audited)

527 032
516 361
10 671
298 983
285 399
13 584
206 853
53 026
153 827
30 836
7 772
23 064
1 063 704
(201 146)
862 558

579 426
539 627
39 799
281 480
250 018
31 462
194 434
44 915
149 519
27 957
9 819
18 138
1 083 297
(238 918)
844 379

10 955
(60 164)
16 307
(11 556)
(44 458)
216
2 131
(14 378)
(56 489)

60 338
(15 394)
15 198
(14 572)
45 570
100
2 259
(6 033)
41 896

Segment revenue %

64%
30%
5%

2012
1%

60%
33%
5%

2013
373 057
156 191
195 118
241 711
966 077
(86 136)
879 941

285 513
150 832
110 375
452 348
999 068
(63 807)
935 261

(201 486)
(70 650)
(19 750)
(25 461)
(317 347)
86 136
(231 211)

(152 106)
(79 127)
(24 905)
(113 466)
(369 604)
63 807
(305 797)

1%

South African distribution
Foreign distribution
Product development and manufacturing
Group Services
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